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 by  Cathryn D. Blue 

Flannery's 

"Your Neighborhood Irish Pub"

Nothing says great time like an Irish pub on game night. Flannery's is a

top spot for people in downtown St. Louis to gather, eat, drink, and watch

their favorite sports program. This sports bar/beer garden is located on

the busy Washington Avenue strip and loft district, yet maintains the

charm and communal feel of a traditional Irish bar. With over 30 different

ales and lagers to choose from, and a very nice menu full of options,

there's something for everyone. The fun staff and jovial regulars help

create the welcoming ambiance that makes this place stand out. Meet

friends for happy hour, or enjoy a late night of camaraderie at this

neighborhood pub.

 +1 314 241 8885  www.flanneryspub.com/  1324 Washington Avenue, St. Louis MO

Three Monkeys 

"Best Bar Food Ever"

Everyone in in the Tower Grove South neighborhood has a story about

Three Monkeys. The name is sort of strange, but the establishment more

than makes up for it with the incredible selection of beer, wine, cocktails

and food. Morgan Ford Road is popular for its pubs and hangouts, but

none of them offer a menu quite like this: pasta dishes, hearty entrees,

steaks and ribs. Their wood fired pizza is one of the best in town. The

service is stellar, people are fun, and the atmosphere is chill. Everyone is

invited to lunch specials and Sunday brunch. The Three Monkeys pub and

grill is great for the family during the day. After hours, it's the place to go

for dates or with friends. -Cathryn D. Blue

 +1 314 772 9800  www.3monkeysstl.com/  3153 Morgan Ford Road, St. Louis MO

 by michellemilla   

The Royale 

"Hip Neighborhood Bar"

The Royale is one of the best places in South City to get a bite, have a

drink and mingle with a cool and diverse young crowd. The kitchen serves

up tasty variations on classic pub food and the bar features a long list of

custom cocktails. A large crowd of regulars and a steady stream of lively

groups give this place a comfortable and exciting atmosphere unmatched

in St. Louis.

 +1 314 772 3600  www.theroyale.com  3132 South Kingshighway Boulevard,

St. Louis MO
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